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Simone Fischer, Rearview exit, 2019. Fabricated brushed steel door, construction wire, composite image on

chiffon, 80 x 36 in. Courtesy of the artist.

Alt Text: An image of a hanging steel door with chiffon cloth behind it featuring advertising signs.

Offal: the entrails and internal organs of an animal used as food/refuse or waste

material/refuse from a process/from af ‘off’ + vallen ‘to fall’

Scarcity is an ideology preached within the all-consuming churn of late-capitalist logics of fast

food and monocropping; but have we stopped to consider the potentiality of the cast-offs?

OFFAL is part-leftovers, part-exhibition, part-model, and part-offering of an alternative food

economy and ethics. Multidisciplinary artist Simone Fischer creates sculptures, installations,

steel etchings, and social practice works that grapple with the cultural conditionings of food

production, consumption, and (re)cyclings. Drawing inspiration from the unwanted animal

refuse, Fischer asks us to take a second look at the materials and processes deemed useless

within mass food production that could actually sustain us.

Rearview exit (2019), a fabricated door frame with a photograph printed on chiffon, stands as

a centralized entrance into the alternative model of OFFAL within the gallery and visible to

the exterior through the Astoria Visual Arts windows. It offers us the chance to cross the

threshold to an alternative understanding of consumption, bypassing fast food and corporate



advertising. The electric lamp and crushed cart in POWER RELATIONS (2020) greets us at the

door, always present within any relationship to food within capitalism. Foodstuff bags small

reminders (2021) adorned with flocking and Swarovski crystals litter the ground as mobile

modes of transportation alongside Steel handbag (2019) which reconfigure waste byproducts

associated with food into permanent containers for reuse. Steel/Steal (2020) and a warning

(2021) feature advertising from cans, distressed, serialized, and impressed into a triptych that

advocates for alternative, even drastic measures, of survival, and the disparities between rich

and poor dining tables, respectively. And finally, Drying Nardello Chilis and Offerings (both

2021), gather and disperse produce from Salvation Gardens, Fischer’s garden response to the

COVID-19 pandemic composed from local Oregon seed stock. The works embody abundance

outside of corporatized and closed-loop food systems, and Fischer offers them to visitors as

gifts of sovereignty.

OFFAL is organized by independent curator Laurel V. McLaughlin in collaboration with Simone

Fischer and Astoria Visual Arts. The exhibition is accompanied by an opening, on Saturday,

November 13th, 12–8 PM PDT, and a conversation between the artist and curator on Sunday,

November 21st at 12 PM PDT (see AVA Website for forthcoming Zoom link). Produce for the

opening is provided by Salvation Gardens. Fischer’s new works produced for the exhibition

were supported by a 2021 residency in the Intermedia Department at the Pacific Northwest

College of Art of Willamette University.

----

Simone Fischer (b.1991, Portland, OR) is a multidisciplinary visual artist who specializes in

photography, historical archives, installation, sculpture, writing and performance. Simone

holds a B.A. in Gender Studies & Philosophy at Portland State University (2013), and an M.F.A

in Visual Studies at Pacific Northwest College of Art (PNCA) in 2020. Her work has been shown

in multiple venues in Portland, including the Lodge Gallery (2018), 511 Gallery at PNCA

(2020), and her solo show 213 at the Glass Gallery at PNCA (2020). She has exhibited

internationally at Folkwang University of the Arts in Essen, Germany (2020) and attended

artist residencies at Caldera Arts in Sisters, OR (2019). She was the 2021 artist-in-residence at

after/time in preparation for her solo exhibition, a sermon for crows, June 4–July 1, 2021.

She is currently the 2021 artist-in-residence in the Intermedia department of the Pacific

Northwest College of Art of Willamette University where she also serves as an MFA student

mentor. Simone was the art director and still photographer on Daniela Repas’ feature film

animation Pour the Water as I Leave, 2021 and Repas’ short film animation Dogs of Home,

2020. Additionally, Simone worked in the art department for Kelly Reichart’s upcoming film

Showing Up, 2021 and as a set decorator for independent feature film How to be Human,

2021. Simone is the owner and operator of Salvation Gardens, a food garden she runs with her

family.

Laurel V. McLaughlin (she/her/hers) is a writer, curator, art historian, and educator from

Philadelphia based in Portland, OR (on the unceded lands of Bands of Chinook and Clackamas,

Cowlitz, Kathlamet, Molalla, Multnomah, Tualatin Kalapuya, and Wasco peoples). McLaughlin



holds MAs from The Courtauld Institute of Art and Bryn Mawr College, and is currently a

History of Art Ph.D. Candidate at Bryn Mawr, writing a dissertation concerning performative

migratory aesthetics. Her research has been supported by a 2020–2021 Luce/ACLS Dissertation

Fellowship in American Art and a 2021–2022 Bryn Mawr College Dean’s Fellowship. She has

presented her research at conferences ranging from the College Art Association, New York;

the Association for the Study of the Arts of the Present, Hong Kong; to Performance Studies

International, Calgary; and Universities Art Association of Canada. Her criticism, interviews,

and essays have been published in Art Papers, Art Practical, Performa Magazine, Contact

Quarterly, Performance Research, PARtake: The Journal of Performance as Research, and

Antennae: The Journal of Nature in Visual Culture, among others; and she will publish a

co-edited volume on the work of Tania El Khoury in August 2022 with Amherst College/Lever

Press. She has organized exhibitions at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, the

University of Pennsylvania in collaboration with the Arthur Ross Gallery and the ICA

Philadelphia, Vox Populi, the Center for Contemporary Art & Culture, Paragon Arts Gallery,

and the Lafayette College Galleries. Currently, she is organizing The Longest Leg, a solo

exhibition and programming series showcasing the work of Emmanuela Soria Ruiz at Fuller

Rosen Gallery; OFFAL, a solo exhibition featuring the work of Simone Fischer at Astoria Visual

Arts; the traveling survey Emilio Rojas: tracing a wound through my body; and forthcoming

spring 2022 exhibitions at Artspace, New Haven.
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Exhibition Post, 11/12/21:

[Imagee: OFFAL Flyer]
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Offal: the entrails and internal organs of an animal used as food/refuse or waste

material/refuse from a process/from af ‘off’ + vallen ‘to fall’

Scarcity is an ideology preached within the all-consuming churn of late-capitalist logics of fast

food and monocropping; but have we stopped to consider the potentiality of the cast-offs?

OFFAL is part-leftovers, part-exhibition, part-model, and part-offering of an alternative food

economy and ethics. Multidisciplinary artist Simone Fischer creates sculptures, installations,

steel etchings, and social practice works that grapple with the cultural conditionings of food

production, consumption, and (re)cyclings. Drawing inspiration from the unwanted animal

refuse, Fischer asks us to take a second look at the materials and processes deemed useless

within mass food production that could actually sustain us.

OFFAL is organized by independent curator Laurel V. McLaughlin in collaboration with Simone

Fischer and Astoria Visual Arts. The exhibition is accompanied by an opening, on Saturday,

November 13th, 12–8 PM PDT, and a conversation between the artist and curator on Sunday,

November 21st at 12 PM PDT (see AVA Website for forthcoming Zoom link). Produce for the

opening is provided by Salvation Gardens. Fischer’s new works produced for the exhibition

were supported by a 2021 residency in the Intermedia Department at the Pacific Northwest

College of Art of Willamette University.

Alt Text: An image of a meat package stamp with information about Simone Fischers solo

exhibition OFFAL at Astoria Visual Arts.

@simonefischerr @lvmclaughlin @astoriavisualarts @pncaintermedia @p_n_c_a

Work Post, 11/17/21:

[Image: Rearview Exit, door]

Rearview exit (2019), a fabricated door frame with a photograph printed on chiffon, stands as

a centralized entrance into the alternative food model of OFFAL. It offers viewers the chance

to cross the threshold to an alternative understanding of consumption, bypassing fast food

and corporate advertising.



Simone Fischer (b.1991, Portland, OR) is a multidisciplinary visual artist who specializes in

photography, historical archives, installation, sculpture, writing and performance. Simone

holds a B.A. in Gender Studies & Philosophy at Portland State University (2013), and an M.F.A

in Visual Studies at Pacific Northwest College of Art (PNCA) in 2020. Her work has been shown

in multiple venues in Portland, including the Lodge Gallery (2018), 511 Gallery at PNCA

(2020), and her solo show 213 at the Glass Gallery at PNCA (2020). She has exhibited

internationally at Folkwang University of the Arts in Essen, Germany (2020) and attended

artist residencies at Caldera Arts in Sisters, OR (2019). She was the 2021 artist-in-residence at

after/time in preparation for her solo exhibition, a sermon for crows, June 4–July 1, 2021.

She is currently the 2021 artist-in-residence in the Intermedia department of the Pacific

Northwest College of Art of Willamette University where she also serves as an MFA student

mentor. Simone was the art director and still photographer on Daniela Repas’ feature film

animation Pour the Water as I Leave, 2021, and still photographer for Repas’ short film

animation Dogs of Home, 2020. Additionally, Simone worked in the art department for Kelly

Reichart’s upcoming film Showing Up, 2021 and as a set decorator for independent feature

film How to be Human, 2021. Simone is the owner and operator of Salvation Gardens, a food

garden she runs with her family.

Image Caption: Simone Fischer, Rearview exit, 2019. Fabricated brushed steel door,

construction wire, composite image on chiffon, 80 x 36 in. Courtesy of the artist.

Alt Text: An image of a hanging steel door with chiffon cloth behind it featuring advertising

signs.

@simonefischerr @lvmclaughlin @astoriavisualarts @pncaintermedia @p_n_c_a Design:

@mnmurshed

Conversation Post 11/19/21:

[Image: Simone/ Laurel headshots]

Join Astoria Visual Arts for a conversation on November 21, 12 PM PDT between
multidisciplinary artist Simone Fischer and writer, curator, and art historian, Laurel V. McLaughlin
about Fischer’s solo exhibition OFFAL, on view through November 30th at AVA.

Simone Fischer (b.1991, Portland, OR) is a multidisciplinary visual artist who specializes in
photography, historical archives, installation, sculpture, writing and performance. Simone holds
a B.A. in Gender Studies & Philosophy at Portland State University (2013), and an M.F.A in
Visual Studies at Pacific Northwest College of Art (PNCA) in 2020. Her work has been shown in
multiple venues in Portland, including the Lodge Gallery (2018), 511 Gallery at PNCA (2020),
and her solo show 213 at the Glass Gallery at PNCA (2020). She has exhibited internationally at
Folkwang University of the Arts in Essen, Germany (2020) and attended artist residencies at
Caldera Arts in Sisters, OR (2019). She was the 2021 artist-in-residence at after/time in
preparation for her solo exhibition, a sermon for crows, June 4–July 1, 2021. She is currently the
2021 artist-in-residence in the Intermedia department of the Pacific Northwest College of Art of



Willamette University where she also serves as an MFA student mentor. Simone was the art
director and still photographer on Daniela Repas’ feature film animation Pour the Water as I
Leave, 2021, and still photographer for Repas’ short film animation Dogs of Home, 2020.
Additionally, Simone worked in the art department for Kelly Reichart’s upcoming film Showing
Up, 2021 and as a set decorator for independent feature film How to be Human, 2021. Simone
is the owner and operator of Salvation Gardens, a food garden she runs with her family.

Laurel V. McLaughlin (she/her/hers) is a writer, curator, art historian, and educator from
Philadelphia based in Portland, OR (on the unceded lands of Bands of Chinook and Clackamas,
Cowlitz, Kathlamet, Molalla, Multnomah, Tualatin Kalapuya, and Wasco peoples). McLaughlin
holds MAs from The Courtauld Institute of Art and Bryn Mawr College, and is currently a History
of Art Ph.D. Candidate at Bryn Mawr, writing a dissertation concerning performative migratory
aesthetics. Her research has been supported by a 2020–2021 Luce/ACLS Dissertation
Fellowship in American Art and a 2021–2022 Bryn Mawr College Dean’s Fellowship. She has
presented her research at conferences ranging from the College Art Association, New York; the
Association for the Study of the Arts of the Present, Hong Kong; to Performance Studies
International, Calgary; and Universities Art Association of Canada. Her criticism, interviews, and
essays have been published in Art Papers, Art Practical, Performa Magazine, Contact Quarterly,
Performance Research, PARtake: The Journal of Performance as Research, and Antennae:
The Journal of Nature in Visual Culture, among others; and she will publish a co-edited volume
on the work of Tania El Khoury in August 2022 with Amherst College/Lever Press. She has
organized exhibitions at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, the University of
Pennsylvania in collaboration with the Arthur Ross Gallery and the ICA Philadelphia, Vox Populi,
the Center for Contemporary Art & Culture, Paragon Arts Gallery, and the Lafayette College
Galleries. Currently, she is organizing The Longest Leg, a solo exhibition and programming
series showcasing the work of Emmanuela Soria Ruiz at Fuller Rosen Gallery; OFFAL, a solo
exhibition featuring the work of Simone Fischer at Astoria Visual Arts; the traveling survey Emilio
Rojas: tracing a wound through my body; and forthcoming spring 2022 exhibitions at Artspace,
New Haven.

Image Captions: Simone Fischer Headshot, Photo: Liza François; Laurel V. McLaughlin
Headshot, Photo: Sam Gehrke

Alt Text: Image of a figure in black with dark hair reaching upwards towards a light and looking
over her shoulder; image of a figure in black with blond hair and glasses in front of a white
background looking over her shoulder at the camera

@simonefischerr @lvmclaughlin @astoriavisualarts @pncaintermedia @p_n_c_a @lizafrancois
@samgehrkephotography

[Extra Images: OFFAL; Steel Bag in AVA Images Folder:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ag99JhxYoKvXv7-SgkFwWQ9eZnDSRdoT?usp=sharing]




